38 sisters were present coming from Milan, Bergamo, Padua, Genoa, Turin, Bologna. Some of them are already members of WFWP others are interested to know more and to start local activities.

The meeting started with a video about True Mother and then Elisabetta Nistri gave internal guidance using some points of True Mother's speech in Las Vegas about the motivations of the renewed work of WFWP and GWPN, about the goals and methods of the work of WFWP, and about the big responsibility of blessed sisters in this time of the providence.

Then there was a power point presentation based on character education on the topics of True Love and Sexuality. The program includes lectures on: The family school of love, Resolution of conflicts, Universal Principles and Purposes of life for educational seminars done by WFWP.

In the afternoon we celebrated the 20th Anniversary of WFWP with a cake and then we had reports from the local chapters of Bergamo, Padua, Turin.

For Bergamo Giannina Ravaglioli introduced all the sisters who cooperate and their responsibilities, and shortly introduced the different activities realized in many years.
For Padua Flora Grassivaro informed us on the projects realized on a local level and the initiatives recognized on a National and European level.

For Turin and the National level Gabriella presented the different International activities in which WFWP Italy has participated.

Then we looked at the membership form and suggestions were made for possible modifications.

At last the European Conference in Rome from 23rd to 25th November was presented giving updates and explanations about the program and then there were questions and answers.

I think that this meeting has inspired all of us to be mobilized as Blessed sisters, responding to True Mother’s call, not only through the WFWP and feel closer to each other.

Elisabetta Nistri